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Bank Mergers in Chile: A Pro…t E¢ ciency Assessment
Abstract

During the last two decades, the Chilean banking industry has experienced a high
concentration due to several mergers between its institutions. Among the reasons argued for these consolidations, a potential for substantial gains in e¢ ciency is claimed.
Recent studies suggest that the Chilean banking system indeed exhibits such a potential for the so-called X-e¢ ciency, rather than for the traditional scale and scope
economies. The aim of this study is to empirically evaluate the e¤ects of the bank
mergers materialized in Chile during the last 20 years on this class of e¢ ciency. To
this end, we apply a methodology based on the frontier pro…t function approach which
allows us to compare previous and posterior scenarios to the merger. Our results show,
in general, a positive e¤ect of bank mergers on e¢ ciency standards. This suggests that
the reduction of ine¢ ciencies X should be an important element to consider when
evaluating these processes from both a private and an antitrust policy perspective.
Keywords: bank merger, X-e¢ ciency, frontier pro…t function, …nancial regulation
JEL Classi…cation Codes: L11, L41, L89, G21, G28 .
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Introduction
Since the …nancial crisis of the early 1980s, important factors have a¤ected the

evolution of the Chilean banking sector, among which are the con…guration of a new
regulatory framework, the trend toward …nancial desintermediation, the banking internationalization and the increasing level of foreign investment in this industry. These
factors have resulted in higher levels of operating e¢ ciency, substantial technological
improvements, loan portfolios with low overdue and default risk levels, and a reduction
of bank spreads.
In particular, the decrease of pro…tability margins, mainly explained by …nancial
desintermediation, has lead banks to introduce signi…cant changes in their both mix
and scale of production. Thus, banks have expanded their businesses beyond their
traditional activities (core banking), and simultaneously have increased their market
share, which has led to constitute large banks and with a tendency to the concept of
universal banking. Consequently, during the last years it has been observed a process
of big mergers which has strongly concentrated the loan system in a reduced number
of banks (the 5 largest concentrate approximately the 67 % of it). This phenomenon
was intensi…ed during this decade due to the merger between the largest private banks
in the system. All these events have even led to amendments to the General Banking
Act (LGB) which grant more power to regulators in the process of approval/rejection
of mergers that might generate an excessive concentration in the banking system.
Theoretically, banking mergers raise a trade-o¤ between possible operating e¢ ciency gains and social e¢ ciency losses [Akhavein et al. (1997), Herring and Santomero
(1990), Berger and Humphrey (1994)].1 The theoretical discussion of this dilemma al1

Banking mergers through industrial concentration can also generate problems on the e¤ectiveness
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lows us to identify their costs and bene…ts, but the answer to the question whether
mergers are desirable or not, requires ultimately of an empirical analysis that allows us
to quantify the most possible number of positive and negative e¤ects on the social welfare. Unfortunately, according to our literature review, there are not studies designed
to explain and quantify the e¤ects of the banking consolidation process in Chile.2 In
addition, the drawback of the few studies related to cost and e¢ ciency is that they are
very ambiguous in their results or do not consider the post-merger period of several of
these processes.
Among the reasons given by …nancial institutions to justify these consolidation
processes are the possible e¢ ciency gains coming from scale and scope economies.
Nevertheless, the previous empirical evidence has shown that these gains seem to be
rather modest, which has led to question the validity of arguments in favor of mergers
based on e¢ ciency considerations. On the contrary, recent studies suggest that an
e¤ective source of large e¢ ciency gains is the so-called X-e¢ ciency (Carreño et al.,
2010, [36]; Fuentes and Vergara, 2007, [26]].
This document is part of a project that intends to establish a more integral assessment of banking mergers. As a …rst step in this research agenda, the aim of this draft
is to measure the e¤ects of the banking mergers materialized in Chile during the last
20 years on X-e¢ ciency. To this end, we apply an estimation methodology based on a
frontier pro…t function, which allows us to quantify the magnitude of these e¤ects by
comparing previous and subsequent scenarios to each merger. It is worthy to note that
of monetary policy and consequences on the regulatory framework of the …nancial system. Given that
the scope of this study is rather microeconomic, these e¤ects are not measured, but also should be
considered in a more integral assessment of the phenomenon.
2

Indeed, the empirical literature on cost, operating e¢ ciency and industrial organization of the

Chilean banking sector is very scarce as well.
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by using a pro…t frontier instead of a cost frontier, one gets a more integral assessment
of mergers as these processes often involve changes in the production mix that are only
captured by the former approach.
Our results suggest that, in general, bank mergers have produced a favorable e¤ect
on X-e¢ ciency. Hence, these …ndings suggest that a reduction of X-ine¢ ciencies may
constitute a new support –based on e¢ ciency gains- for bank mergers, which should be
taken into account when evaluating these processes from both a private perspective and
a competition policy viewpoint. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that these results
are partial and preliminary, as we require to perform several robustness exercises and
to extend the analysis to measure possible market power e¤ects.
The remainder of this draft is as follows. Section 2 discusses theoretical e¤ects
of bank mergers and the evidence available worldwide and locally. The next section
presents the frontier pro…t function model and the econometric methodology used to
evaluate the e¢ ciency e¤ects of bank mergers. Section 4 discusses the results, and
…nally, section 5 exposes the most relevant conclusions.

2.

Bank Mergers: Theory and Evidence
Theoretically, bank mergers pose a potential trade-o¤ between possible operating ef-

…ciency gains and social e¢ ciency losses (Akhavein et al., 1997; Hering and Santomero,
1990; Berger and Humphrey, 1994). Operating e¢ ciency gains would come from the exploitation of scale economies and scope economies by larger banks and from achieving
substantial improvements of the so called X-e¢ ciency or managerial e¢ ciency. First,
the scale economies are related with the possibility that banks would reduce the average costs as they increase their production scale, then larger banks could access this
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advantage through a process of consolidation. Second, scope economies have relation
with the possibility that consolidated banks could take advantage of the complementarities among their outputs, by the side of costs (scope economies in production),
and the side of incomes (scope economies in consumption). Third, X-e¢ ciency of a
company refers to how close is to the frontier of e¢ cient cost, i.e., where the mix of
outputs is produced at minimum cost given the prices of the inputs it faces. In this
sense, X-e¢ ciency of a company di¤ers from scale economies and scope economies as
the scale economy takes the package of outputs as given, taking for granted that companies are above the e¢ cient frontier. Finally, even though in the case of the …nancial
system generally X-e¢ ciency is only restricted as a measure of the skill of the bank
management to control costs, this concept may also be extended to both revenue and
pro…ts, exercise precisely undertaken in this study.
International evidence suggests that X-e¢ ciency di¤erences among banks far exceed
the di¤erences in scale economies (see Berger and Humphrey, 1997, [19] for U.S. and
Altunbas et al., 2001, [3] for Europe). These results have changed the focus of empirical
literature on mergers toward X-e¢ ciency. Among others in this line, Akhavein et al.
(1997, [6]), Berger (1998, [14]) and Al-Sharkas, Hassan y Lawrence (2008, [2]) use a
frontier pro…t function approach to measure the e¤ects of mergers on revenues and cost
e¢ ciency. Their …ndings suggests that in average the bank megamergers materialized
in U.S. during the last 20 years...
For the Chilean case, similar results on the source of a potential for substantial
e¢ ciency gains have been found for its banking industry. Indeed, whereas previous
studies show ambiguous and contradictory results to the presence of scale economies
and/or scope economies (Budnevich et al., 200, [23]; Cáceres, 2004, [25]), recent works
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con…rm that X-e¢ ciency o¤ers an important source of e¢ ciency improvements in the
Chilean banking system (Carreño et al., 2010, [26]; Vergara, 2006, [57]; Fuentes and
Vergara, 2007, [36]; and Vergara (2007, [58]).
On the other hand, the social e¢ ciency losses from bank mergers are associated to
ine¢ ciencies in the allocation of resources generated by banks that hold a dominant
position in a highly concentrated industry. These ine¢ ciencies are of di¤erent nature,
and can be classi…ed in two main sources: ine¢ ciencies associated to the possible exercise of market power and ine¢ ciencies associated to the potential excessive risk taking
by large banks4.
According to the above mentioned, the theory suggests that bank mergers entail
a dilemma between private e¢ ciency gains and social e¢ ciency losses that can only
be resolved by an empirical assessment. Given the scarce empirical evidence for the
Chilean case, it requires of an analysis that allows us to quantify most of these e¤ects,
so as to be able to compare them and recognize some predictive conditions of successful
mergers on social welfare.
As a …rst step for this integral evaluation, this study provides a measure of the
e¤ects of bank mergers on e¢ ciency. Within this class of e¤ects, we focus speci…cally on
X-e¢ ciency, because the available evidence suggests that it provides a superior source
of gains to the scale and scope economies. Given that these e¢ ciency improvements
can a¤ect both revenues and costs, it is imperative to address this study through a
methodology that measures both e¤ects. Consequently, we adopt the frontier pro…t
function approach in the present work as it provides us with this class of assessment.
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The Empirical Evaluation Model

3.1.

General Aspects

The need to have a methodology to evaluate the e¤ects of bank mergers of diverse
nature makes more appropriate the use of a pro…t frontier instead of a cost function
–traditionally used in these evaluations- for several reasons.
First, given that it requires measuring whether mergers produce higher levels and
more combinations of inputs and outputs, the best is to evaluate the e¢ ciency on
pro…ts, which becomes a broader concept than e¢ ciency on costs. This is due to that
e¢ ciency on pro…ts considers the e¤ects on revenues and costs from the choice of
outputs vector, which is considered as given in the assessment of the e¢ ciency on
costs. In this way, a merger could improve the e¢ ciency on pro…ts without improving
the e¢ ciency on costs, if the recon…guration of outputs associated with the merger
generates a bigger increase in incomes than the increase in costs, or if this produces
a greater reduction in costs than a reduction in incomes. Then, given that mergers
generally produce substantive changes in the mix of outputs, it would seem more
appropriate to assess their e¤ects under the concept of e¢ ciency on pro…ts than under
the concept of e¢ ciency on costs. Additionally, as we are interested in measuring the
e¤ects on the pro…ts of the consolidated …rms arising from the possible exercise of
market power as a result of mergers, it is also more convenient to work with a pro…t
frontier, when this considers the possible e¤ects on prices. Finally, in the case of bank
industry, a pro…t frontier also becomes a useful tool to evaluate the e¤ects of mergers on
the adoption of risk by banks considered TBTF (Too Big Too Fail), when considering
the changes in the composition of their asset portfolio (mix of outputs) and their
capacity to diversify risk.

8
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3.2.

The Pro…t Frontier Model

The speci…cation of the pro…t frontier and the estimate of e¢ ciency on pro…ts follow
the procedure described by Berger, Hancock and Humphrey (199, [16]). The model to
be estimated includes the function of pro…ts and a set of equations for supply/demand
of netputs (outputs or inputs) which incorporate crossed restrictions between equations
that help to its identi…cation. In this way, the model of pro…ts is described by the
following system of equations:
(p; z; ; )
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are the pro…t variable p q; p is the vector of prices

for n variable netputs (outputs and inputs); q is the vector of quantities o¤ered of
each netput (with the inputs measured as negative netputs); z is a vector of k …xed
netputs; , , , and
,
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are the regression coe¢ cients with symmetry imposed (

and the ’s represent random errors. Besides, vectors

and

ij

=

ji

are used to

measure assignable and technical ine¢ ciencies, respectively, according to the procedure
described in the next subsection.
According to this formulation, it is assumed that in general all the parameters to
be estimated are the same among banks and over time, for which the estimated model
is a kind of pooled nonlinear system. In the case of parameters related with measuring
the ine¢ ciencies, it is assumed that: (i) coe¢ cients ’s associated with the assignable
ine¢ ciencies vary between netputs, but not among banks, and (ii) coe¢ cients ’s associ-
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ated with technical ine¢ ciency vary between netputs and banks (through the respective
residues), but not over time. Even though it would be preferable estimating separate
values for these parameters in terms of cross section and time series, these assumptions
seek to impose a structure to keep the model manageable and can preserve a reasonable number of degrees of freedom. This last point is particularly relevant considering
the severe nonlinearity of the model and the big number of parameters that must be
estimated versus the size of the sample available.
Note that error terms

i

are correlated by construction, in such a way that when

some qi is a¤ected by a shock equal to i , the pro…ts normalized =pn and, therefore also
n;

are a¤ected by a magnitude equal to (pi =pn ) i . Consequently, the model composed

by the equations (3.1) and (3.2) is estimated using the techniques of a Nonlinear
Iterative Seemingly Unrelated Regression (NITSUR) model.

3.3.

Measures of pro…t e¢ ciency

The allocative ine¢ ciency is de…ned as losses produced by a sub-optimal production
plan. This class of ine¢ ciency is modeled as if the bank would respond to relative
shadow prices instead of relative real prices. That is, as if the bank would maximize
its pro…ts considering that the relative price of the netput i were

i (pi =pn )

rather than

pi =pn . The allocative ine¢ ciency is then measured as the losses of pro…ts because
di¤erent from the vector of 1’s, which is equivalent to:

(p; z; 1; 0)

(p; z; ; 0) =

n
X1 nX1
i=1 j=1

ij

1
2

1

1
2

i

j

p i pj
:
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From this de…nition, the level of allocative e¢ ciency EASG corresponds to:
EASG =

(p; z; ; 0)
:
(p; z; 1; 0)

is
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On the other side, the technical ine¢ ciency is de…ned as the losses by failures to
accomplish the production plan. This class of ine¢ ciency is modeled as if the bank
would o¤er (outputs) or contract (inputs) for a quantity di¤erent from that of the
pro…t frontier. Therefore, this ine¢ ciency arises when the quantity of a output is too
low or the quantity of an input is too high. The technical ine¢ ciency is then measured
as losses of pro…ts because

di¤ers from the vector of 0’s, or equivalently:

(p; z; ; 0)

(p; z; ; ) =

n
X

i pi :

i=1

Consequently, the level of technical e¢ ciency ET EC is de…ned by:
ET EC =

(p; z; ; )
:
(p; z; ; 0)

Lastly, let us de…ne the level of total e¢ ciency ET OT as the ratio between predicted
pro…ts and optimal pro…ts, that is
ET OT =

(p; z; ; )
:
(p; z; 1; 0)

(3.3)

In all these e¢ ciency measures, both the numerator and denominator are calculated
through the prediction of the values resulting from the estimation of the econometric
model, which of course, excludes the random errors. Note that the total e¢ ciency
level varies over the range ( 1; 1]. This is because whereas the best performance of a
bank is to attain the optimal pro…ts (ET OT = 1), its worst performance has no limit
(ET OT !

1). The last fact occurs because a …nancial institution can always incur

arbitrarily in greater losses, using more inputs without producing more outputs.
The terms of technical ine¢ ciency can be estimated for each individual bank, as
these terms enter the equations of pro…ts and netputs in an easier way. To estimate
these terms, we apply the Distribution Free Approach (DFA) of Berger and Humphrey
(1993, [13]), which is based on Sickles and Schmidt (1984 [53]). Each of the equations

11
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in (3.1) and (3.2) contain a term of compound error (

i

i ),

i.e., a random error minus

the technical ine¢ ciency in the netput for each bank to an individual level. The DFA
allows us to separate the technical ine¢ ciency from the random error by assuming that
the ine¢ ciency is constant over the period under study, while random error tends to
average cero over time. Therefore, the term

i

(i = 1; :::n) of each bank is estimated

by the di¤erence between the maximum average residual and the average residual of
the bank itself. In this way, technical ine¢ ciencies can be interpreted as deviations of
the average practices of a bank from the frontier containing best average practices of
the industry.

3.4.

Speci…cation of variables and data source

Our speci…cation of the pro…t model in (3.1) and (3.2) include four variable netputs
(n = 4). Loans (q1 ) and investments (q2 ) are the outputs, while deposits (including
bank’s borrowing, q3 ) and labor (q4 ) are the inputs. Capital (z1 ) is the only …xed
netput. The quantities of the …rst three netputs are computed as the sum of a set of
accounting balances related to each concept at the end of each period. In the case of
labor, the number of workers is considered by the end of the exercise. The prices of
variable outputs (inputs) are calculated as the total annual income (expenses) for this
concept divided by the quantity of the corresponding output (inputs) by the end of
each period.3
The choice of outputs and inputs is consistent with the Approach of Asset Intermediation by Sealey and Lindley (1977, [51]), under which assets intermediated are the
outputs and the funding sources are the inputs of a …nancial institution. This means
3

The detail of the accounting items that compose each variable of inputs and outputs, and the

estimation of their prices, is contained in Carreño et al. (2010) and can be obtained from the authors.
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that our speci…cation can be globally understood as the e¢ ciency evaluation regarding
how a bank is able to earn a return on capital, using deposits and labor to produce
loans and investments.

3.5.

Periods of study: complete, pre and post-merger

The sample comprises a panel (unbalanced) of 36 banks over the period 1987-2007,
which gives a total of 683 observations. This panel was elaborated from the information
contained in the annual …nancial statements (balance sheets and income statements)
of each entity, published by the Superintendency of Banks and Financial Institutions
(SBIF), the regulatory authority of the Chilean banking industry.
With the aim of evaluating the e¤ect of bank mergers on X-e¢ ciency, we proceed
in three stages. In the …rst stage a pro…t frontier is estimated based on the unbalanced
panel of banks for the period 1987-2007. At this point, data from consolidated banks for
the year when the merger took place are eliminated, as it is likely that this information
may contain high transitional costs.
In the second stage, it is computed from equation (3.3) the level of e¢ ciency for each
of the three entities involved in a merger, namely: (i) for the acquiring bank during the
available years before the merger, (ii) for the acquired bank during the years before the
merger, and (iii) for the consolidated bank during the available years after the merger.
In the third stage, and based on the ratios constructed in the second stage, it is
measured the change in e¢ ciency associated to the merger using two criteria. The
…rst criterion is the change in the e¢ ciency level between the pre and post merger
period properly weighted by bank assets. The second criterion is the change in the
e¢ ciency rank, i.e., the position of e¢ ciency held by the consolidated bank after the
merger minus the weighted average position between the acquiring and acquired banks
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before the merger. When applying both criteria, the change in e¢ ciency is calculated
relative to the set of all banks with available data on exactly the same period for the
consolidated bank as well as for the banks involved in the merger. This procedure
requires tracking separately the groups of comparable banks for each merger (the peer
banks), which allows us to control for changes in pro…ts or e¢ ciency that might have
happened to any level in the industry, and therefore, to isolate the speci…c e¤ects of a
merger.

4.

Results

4.1.

Changes in the Pro…t E¢ ciency Level

We …rst discuss the results related to levels of pro…t e¢ ciency. Table 1 shows the
results about the changes in this level of e¢ ciency for the seven bank mergers occurred
in the Chilean banking system during the period under analysis.
We can see that the changes in the level of pro…t experienced by the merging institutions between the period previous and posterior to the merger are, in general, favorable.
In fact, from the seven mergers, …ve of them resulted in substantial improvements of
e¢ ciency, while the two remaining had a marginal decrease in this matter. When considering the results adjusted by performance of the peer group of banks, we notice that
the e¤ect attributable to the merger itself is also positive: …ve cases present increases
in their levels of e¢ ciency which, according to our methodology, represent the net effect of mergers: 37.6 % in the case of merger BHIF-Nacional, 28.4 % for BHIF-Banesto,
62.6 % for Santander-Osorno, 21.8 % for Banco de Chile-A. Edwards, and a 50 % for
Santander-Santiago. On the contrary, a similar analysis indicates that two consolidations generated an adverse e¤ect on the e¢ ciency level of merging banks: a reduction
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of 3.3 % for the merger O’Higgins-Centrobanco and, in the case of Santiago-O’Higgins,
a 9.3 %.4
As discussed in Section 3, the changes in pro…t e¢ ciency of merging banks can be
divided into allocative and technical components. In Table 2 we can see that changes
at e¢ ciency levels due to mergers are mainly concentrated on a technical component,
with rather modest changes in allocative e¢ ciency. This result is consistent with our
…ndings in the case of the whole banking system (not reported in this paper), according
to which technical ine¢ ciencies dominate widely allocative ine¢ ciencies. Hence, it is
reasonable to expect that a larger proportion of the merger e¢ ciency improvements
comes from a component of technical nature.5
Moreover, the pro…t e¢ ciency can also be separated into input and output e¢ ciency. In the pro…t function, the output ine¢ ciency includes technical ine¢ ciencies by
producing less output than the planned level and allocative ine¢ ciencies by inadequate
responses to the prices of outputs (including the e¤ects on revenues and costs for deviating from the production plan which maximizes pro…ts). Similarly, it is possible to
compute the input ine¢ ciency and the mixed input-output ine¢ ciency. In this regard,
Table 3 shows that all mergers exhibit favorable changes in input e¢ ciency. However,
the results are ambiguous in the case of output and mixed e¢ ciency. Also, the evidence
is not conclusive about which component dominates the e¢ ciency improvements.6
4

It seems interesting to analyze in detail the case of the two mergers with negative results, as in

both was involved Banco O’Higgins.
5

This …nding also con…rms that the assumption of no heterogeneity in the allocative ine¢ ciency

among banks ( constant ’s) should not have a major impact on …nal results.
6

It must be noticed that an increase of input e¢ ciency input des not necessarily implies some change

in X-e¢ ciency, as the changes in input e¢ ciency incorporate part of the changes in the quantity and
mix of outputs after the merger. For example, if the level of outputs planned is smaller and requires
lower amounts of inputs, the latter may be closer to their optimal level and input e¢ ciency can improve,
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Changes in the Pro…t E¢ ciency Rank

In general, the e¢ ciency rank is preferred to the e¢ ciency level as the …rst indicator
is neutral with respect to the changes in the distribution of the e¢ ciency measured over
time. In addition, the Distribution Free Approach adopted in this research introduces
some bias on the measurement of the levels of relative e¢ ciency, as a diverse number
of observations is available for the di¤erent mergers. Fortunately, the expected value
of the e¢ ciency rank does not depend on the number of observations.
In order to perform this analysis, we compute the rank of a merging bank (buyer,
acquired or consolidated) on its group of peer banks with contemporary data, as the
proportion of peer banks with an e¢ ciency level inferior to that of the merging bank.
In this way, for example a merging bank with a total e¢ ciency ET OT better than the
80 % of its comparable group is assigned a rank of 0.8. Table 4 present changes in the
e¢ ciency rank during the period under study, from which it can be veri…ed that the
results are relatively consistent with those found when using e¢ ciency levels (i.e. Table
1). When comparing both tables, we can see that the sign of changes in the rank and
changes in the level is similar for all cases, but for the merger O’Higgins-Centrobanco,
which presents a net backward in the level (-3.3 %) and a progress in the e¢ ciency rank
(+0,1). In the remaining cases, the results con…rm the evidence established with the
methodology based on the e¢ ciency level, in the sense that mergers have generated a
positive e¤ect on pro…t e¢ ciency.
Finally, it is worthy to highlight that both mega-mergers that involved Banco Santander show signi…cant increases in the e¢ ciency rank, which has positioned the conbut X-e¢ ciency in costs can keep unchanged as it takes the outputs as given. Therefore, only in the
case that outputs remain constant after the merger, the changes in ine¢ ciency input necessarily will
re‡ect a change in the cost X-e¢ ciency.
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solidated bank as one of the most e¢ cient institutions of the Chilean banking system.
Related to this fact, it should be noted that the ranking of e¢ ciency computed for
the whole Chilean banking industry during the period 1987-2007 (not reported in this
study) suggests that the most e¢ cient banks are those of larger size. Hence, an interesting issue is until which extent the increase in the scale of operations of a merging
bank would keep reporting improvements in the pro…t e¢ ciency.

5.

Concluding Remarks
The theoretical discussion of the bank mergers dilemma allows us to identify its

bene…ts and costs, but the answer to the question whether mergers are desirable or not,
requires ultimately of an empirical analysis that quanti…es the most possible number
of positive and negative e¤ects on the social welfare.
The main objective of this study is to advance in this discussion by providing
empirical evidence on the magnitude of the pro…t e¢ ciency e¤ect coming from bank
mergers materialized in the Chilean …nancial system during the period 1987-2007. To
this end, we adopt a methodology of estimation based on a pro…t frontier, which allows
comparing scenarios before and after the merger.
Our results point out that the e¤ects of mergers on both e¢ ciency levels and
e¢ ciency ranks of merging …rms are generally positive. By splitting up the results
regarding the level of e¢ ciency on pro…ts, we …nd that these changes are mainly concentrated on a technical component, in general with very small changes in the allocative
e¢ ciency. Moreover, all the mergers evaluated exhibit favorable changes in the input
e¢ ciency, achieving ambiguous results regarding the output e¢ ciency and about which
of both components is higher in the observed e¢ ciency improvements.
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From these …ndings, our research suggests that reductions in X-ine¢ ciency may
constitute a novel and important argument to justify bank mergers. That argument
should thus be properly weighed when evaluating these processes from a private perspective as well as from a competition policy viewpoint.
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Tabla 1: Efecto de las fusiones sobrre los niveles de eficiencia

Año

1989

1993

1995

1996

1997

2002

2002

Fusión

Nivel de E…ciencia

Nivel de E…ciencia

Cambio en

Pre-Fusión (*)

Post-Fusión

Nivel de E…ciencia

Banco BHIF – Banco Nacional

0,23

0,534

0,304

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,443

0,371

-0,072

Banco O´ Higgins – Centrobanco

3,7E-04

2,46E-04

-1,24E-04

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,442

0,475

0,033

Banco BHIF – Banesto

0,434

0,872

0,438

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,529

0,683

0,154

Banco Santander - Banco Osorno

0,328

0,973

0,645

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,442

0,461

0,019

Banco Santiago – Banco O´ Higgins

1,3E-04

-7,46E-04

-8,76E-04

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,529

0,622

0,093

Banco de Chile – Banco A. Edwards

0,617

0,98

0,363

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,529

0,674

0,145

Banco Santander - Banco Santiago

0,452

0,968

0,516

Grupo de Bancos Comparables

0,639

0,655

0,016

(*) : Nivel de e…ciencia promedio del banco comprador y comprado ponderado por colocaciones más inversiones (q1+q2)
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Tabla 2: Cambios en eficiencia asignativa y tecnica

Año

Fusión

Cambios en

Cambios en

E…ciencia Asignativa

(* )

E…ciencia Técnica

1989

Banco BHIF – Banco Nacional

-0,146

-0,575

1993

Banco O´ Higgins – Centrobanco

3,67E-04

1,09E-04

1995

Banco BHIF – Banesto

0,227

0,263

1996

Banco Santander - Banco Osorno

0,093

0,555

1997

Banco Santiago – Banco O´ Higgins

2,07E-05

-8,67E-04

2002

Banco de Chile – Banco A. Edwards

0,061

0,331

2002

Banco Santander - Banco Santiago

0,013

0,549

(*): La e…ciencia asignativa es medida por el ratio (
(**): La e…ciencia técnica es medida por el ratio (

deseados /
reales /

óptimos).

deseados).

(* * )
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Tabla 3: Cambios en eficiencia input y eficiencia output

Año

Fusión

Cambios en

Cambios en

Cambios en

E…ciencia Input

E…ciencia Output

E…ciencia In-Out

1989

Banco BHIF – Banco Nacional

0,246

-0,031

0,109

1993

Banco O´ Higgins – Centrobanco

0

3,77E-04

-2,51E-04

1995

Banco BHIF – Banesto

0,399

0,137

0,185

1996

Banco Santander - Banco Osorno

0,918

0,126

-0,196

1997

Banco Santiago – Banco O´ Higgins

1,19E-04

-9,02E-04

0

2002

Banco de Chile – Banco A. Edwards

0,029

0,366

-0,037

2002

Banco Santander - Banco Santiago

0,438

-0,051

0,058
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Tabla 4: Cambios en el ranking de eficiencia en beneficios de las fusiones

Año

Fusión

Ranking de
E…ciencia Pre-Fusión

(* )

Ranking de

Cambios en

E…ciencia Post-Fusión

Ranking de E…ciencia

1989

Banco BHIF – Banco Nacional

0,61

0,85

0,24

1993

Banco O´ Higgins – Centrobanco

0,46

0,56

0,1

1995

Banco BHIF – Banesto

0,62

0,71

0,09

1996

Banco Santander - Banco Osorno

0,7

0,95

0,25

1997

Banco Santiago – Banco O´ Higgins

0,24

0,14

-0,1

2002

Banco de Chile – Banco A. Edwards

0,83

0,94

0,11

2002

Banco Santander - Banco Santiago

0,44

0,82

0,38

(*) : Ranking de e…ciencia promedio del banco comprador y comprado ponderado por colocaciones más inversiones (q1+q2)
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